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Abstract

We study the power spectrum and, more generally, the spectral

covariance of weighted stationary processes. It is found that if the

power spectrum of the underlying stationary process is suitably well

behaved and properly matched to the weight function, then the high-

frequency behavior of the power spectriom and spectral covariance is

especially simple. Asymptotic theorems describing this behavior pre-

cisely are given.
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1. Introduction

In many problems involving random noise, the object of primary interest

is a stationary random process, x(t) say, but what is actually available for

observation instead is the weighted process y(t) = m(t)x(t), obtained by

multiplying x(t) by the non-random weight function m(t) . For example, in

analyzing a radio scattering experiment, the dielectric noise x(r)*, which

is usimlly regarded as spatially stationary, is multiplied by a weight

function m(r) representing the joint effect of the gain patterns of the

transmitting and receiving antennas, and only the region where m(r) is

large, the so-called scattering volume, makes an appreciable contribution

to the received scattered signal'- '
. Further exanqiles abound in the impor-

tant problem of experimental power spectrum measurement, where the weight

functions m(t) correspond to the data windows discussed by Blackman and

[21
Tukey'--'; these authors give a detailed analysis of the practical conse-

quences of variovis choices of m(t). Weighted processes have also been

studied by Pugachev (see [3], p. 550) and Burford'- -'
. Indeed, in a sense,

weighted processes are more physical than stationary processes, since the

latter have the unreasonable property of continuing forever with constant

average noise power. (Of course, this property is never taken too seriously

by applied people, who customarily allude to stationary processes as

convenient idealizations of physical noises).

The question with which we are mainly concerned in this paper is

roughly the following: Under what conditions will the power spectra of

x(t) and y(t) be approximately the same for sufficiently high frequencies?

* By the dielectric noise we mean the refractive index fluctuations usually

attributed to the action of atmospheric turbulence. Here we replace the

scalar t (time) by the vector r (position), since we are dealing with a

random field.
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(For, vhereas it is to be expected that in general x(t) and y(t) wi3J. have

qiiite different power spectra at low frequencies, because of the modulatory

action of m(t), it is quite possible for the spectra to be nearly the same

at sufficiently high frequencies.) We find that to give even a partial

answer to this question we must explore the asymptotic behavior of convolutions.

2. Preli mi nary »na]ysis

Let x(t) be a zero-mean stationary process, so that Ex(t) = 0,

Ex(t)x(t') = C(t-t'), where as usiml E denotes the expectation or ensonble

average, and the overbar denotes the complex conjiogate. We assvmie that the

autocorrelation function C{1) is continuous and absolutely integrable, and

write the Wiener-Khintchine relations in the form

CO

C(r) =
I

exp{imT)ti<X))diX) ,

-co

f(») » ^
J

CD
(

exp(-ia)r)C(r)dr

•oo

where the power spectrum (more accurately, the power spectral density) f (oj)

is non-negative, continuoxis and integrablej if x(t) is real, f(oD) is even,

but more generally we allow x(t) to be complex. Now let m(t) be a bounded

continuous function, and construct the weighted process y(t) = m(t)x(t).

Clearly Ey(t) = 0, Ey(t)y(t') = m(t)m(t' )C(t-t' ), so that in particular

y(t) is not stationary. (However, the normalized process y(t)/lE|y(t)
] J

is stationary.) We assume that m(t) is square-integrable, which implies

that the sample ftmctions of y(t), unlike those of x(t), are themselves

square-integrable with probability one. To see this, note that

oo
y'

°° °°

E
f

|y(t)|^dt =
[ E|y(t)l^dt = C(0)

f
|m(t)|^dt < oo .

J J'' -<x) -oo ^ -oo

We can therefore take (L ) Fourier transforms of the sample functions of



y(t) individually, obtaining the spectral process*

00
f

exp(-iaDt)y(t)dt(1) Y(«) = ij

^ -oo

vith (spectral) covariance P(cu,co') = Ey(a5)Y(a)' )

.

We nov find the relation between P(a),a)') and the power spectrum of x(t)

First we observe that

00

(2) x(t) =
f

J

exp(iajt)dX(a>) ,

-OD

where the integral is meant in the meaji square sense, and the increments of

the spectral process X(co) obey the symoblic relation**

(3) EdX(a3)^(oo') = f((D)6(co-a)')(toto'

It follows from (l) and (2) that

CO OD

\ ( (
Y(a3) =^ exp(-ia>t)m(t)x(t)dt = M((i>-a)')dX(a)' ) ,

/-OO -(S>

where

1 ^
°°

M(co) = —
j

exp(-ia3t)m(t)dt

-OO

is the Fourier transform of the weight function m(t) . By Plancherel's theorem
/OO 2 1 r°° 2

M(a)) is itself square-integrable, and in fact I |m(cu)
|

da)= — |m(t)
|
dt.

"^-OO '-00

Finally, forming the covariance of Y(a)) and using (5) we obtain

00

(4) n«"^<«') =
I

M(co-s)M(a)'-s)f(s)ds ,

-00

the desired relation between [""(cDjOj' ) and f(od) . The quantity [""(03,(0) =

E|Y(a))| is appropriately cal 1 ed the power spectrum of y(t), even though

y(t) is not stationary; for simplicity we shall henceforth abbreviate

P'(a3,(ju' ) to just 7(00). Specializing (^) to the case cu = od', we obtain

_ __
^

-A
** See e.ff. F^l . ch. 10: 6(a)) is the Dirac delta function.



(5) rM = K(a>-s)f(s)ds = K(s)f(a)-s)ds ,

"^^ -00 -oo

vhere we have introduced the notation K(cd) = |M(aj)
j

• Thus, the power

spectrvnn of y(t) is the convolution of the power spectrtm of x(t) with

the non-negative integrable kernel K(a)) . This is a familiar result, and

is given e.g. in [2] . In what follows, we shall assume, as we may without

loss of generality, that K((D)diD = Ij otherwise, we need only supply
,00

00
appropriate constant factor in certain obvious places.

3. Asymptotic behavior of 7(cd)

Examining the convolution (5), we expect that if the kernel K(cd) is

small coii5>ared to f(oo) as cu -> co , and if f(oo) does not vary too rapidly, then

y{oi) should behave like f(a)) for large o), since y{(a) is an average of f(s)

with weight K(a)-s) centered at s = as. (if, on the other hand, K(a)) is

large compared to f(a)), the roles of f(co) and K(a)) are interchanged.)

Speaking even more qualitatively, when two functions are convolved it

should often be possible to regard the function which falls off more

rapidly as averaging the function which falls off less rapidly. We shall

see that this intuitive idea can be made precise under fairly general

hypotheses, but that it breaks down when f(co) is too rapidly decreasing.

First we must specify what we mean by a function -vrtiich does not vary too

rapidly.

Definition . A function f((b) is slowly varying as a)->oo (briefly ,

slowly varying ) if f(ai)/f(cr) tends uniformly to 1 whenever cd, a->oo in

such a way that (a/c -> 1.

Slowly Varying functions are related to the slowly oscillating functions

that arise in connection with Tauberiai theorems. A slowly oscillating



function g(a)) is one for which |g(a5)-g(fl")
|
-> uniformly whenever (a,ff -> oo

in such a way that ai/a -> 1*; a slowly varying function as defined above is

just the exponential of a slowly oscillating function. For exajnple, the

functions (l + \ca\^)~ and (l + |cd|^)" log(l + \ia\), p > 0, are slowly

varying, but exp(-|a)p), p > 0,is not. The following facts about slowly

varying functions are an Immediate consequence of the definition.

1. If f(cD) is slowly varying, it does not vanish for sufficiently

large od; this observation is important in connection with certain expressions

written below where f(a5) ajrpears in the denominator.

2. The product and quotient of two slowly varying functions are

slowly varying.

3. If for large o) the function g(a)) has a derivative and if

|g'(a3)| < C/(u, then |g(co)-g(o-)
|
=

|

J

g'(s)ds| < e(^ - l), so that g(a)) is

•'cr

slowly oscillating. Thus, for f(a)) to be slowly varying it is siifficient

that f(o)) be differentiable and non-vanishing and that cd -t— log f(co) be

bounded, all for sufficiently large a>.

k. If f(a)) is slowly varying, positive and continuoiB , then if q >

is sufficiently large we have f(a)) < oj^ for large co. The proof is as

follows: for o) > 00 , f((a)/t{pai) < 2,. if p is sufficiently close to 1 (O < p < l)

Iterating this inequality n times, where n is the largest integer such that

p*^"
o) > CD , we obtain f(cD) < 2°f(p°co) < M2°, where M is the maximum of f(cii)

in the interval (pcu ,cd ). Now 2 = p" < (pco /cd)' = Acd , where p = 2, so

that f(a)) < MAo) , which proves the result. Moreover, since l/f(cD) is

slowly varying, we also have f(cD) > cd •^ for suitable p > and large cd.

It follows from the last remark that slowly varying functions are,

roughly speaking, functions which behave like a pcjwer of cd at infinity. It

* See e.g. [6], p. 12^.



will be noted that the class of slowly varying power spectra is comfortably

large: for example, it contains all spectra obtained by passing white

noise thro\jgh linear networks, but not band-limited spectra. (However,

band-limited spectra are physically imrealizable.

)

Retiiming to our heuristic notions, we require that the kernel

K((jo) be small compared to t{(a) for large cu. The mathematical condition

which expresses this most natiirally is that

(6) lim K(cjD)/f(cD) =

a>->oo

It is important to note that (6) implies nothing about the relative

"widths" of f(a)) and K(cd) . For example, the " halfvrLdth" of K{(a) = T/rt[l+(Ta))
J

is 1/T, while that of f(a)) = l/{l+\(a\^), < p < 2, is 1, but with this

choice (6) is valid for a^ T > 0. Thus, no restriction on the width of

data windows will figiore in our resiilts.

We are now in a position to st6.te

Theorem 1. (Asymptotic convolution theorem ) Let f(co) and K(a)) be

/-co

non-negative integrable functions (with 1 K(cD)diu = l) . If f(tB) is

^-00

slowly varying and non-increasing for sijfficiently large cu, and if

(6) lim K(a))/f(cD) = ,

a>->oo

then

(7) lim 7(a))/f(cD) = 1 ,

a>->oo

where 7(01) i£ the convolution (5)-

Remark 1. Of course, the theorem remains true if 00 is replaced

by -00 in the hypotheses and concliisions

.

Remark 2. Act\aally, we need not assume that f(ai) is non-increasing,

but the somewhat milder restriction
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(8) f(a») < Cf((5") , vhen (a < ca < 6 ,

where C is a constant independent of oo. It seems plausible that (8) is

actually a red\andant hypothesis, i.e. that f(a>) being integrable and

slowly varying implies (8), but we could not show this.

Proof of Theorem 1. We have

(9) 7M =

J

K(s)f(a>s)ds + K(a)f(avs)ds

OD ''e

where R = R(a)) is a function of o) to be specified later. For the

moment we suppose only that

(10) R(cu) -> 00 as CD -^ oo ,

(11) lim R(co)/cD =

a>->oo

Let us denote the two integrals in (9) by 7, (cu) and 7p(a)), respectively.

We consider first the quantity
R

7^(0)) /f(a)) =
j

K(s)[f(a>-s)/f(a))]ds ,

^-oo

which it is convenient to rewrite as

(
""

(12) 7^(a))/f(a)) = K(s)0j^(s) [f(co-s)/f(a))]ds ,

where 0-d(s) is the characteristic function of the interval (- oo, R(a))),

i.e. the function equal to 1 when s lies in (- oo, R(a)) ) and to

otherwise. Now the ratio f(a>-s)/f(cu) is boimded in the two-dimensional

region ao>OD,-oo<s< R(cd), where o) is a suitably large number. For

< s < R(m), this follows from (ll) and the fact that f(ai) is slowly
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varying; for s < 0, it follows from the fact that f (cu) is non-increasing

(or, more generally, satisfies (8)). Moreover, for each fixed s,

lim f(a>-s)/f(a)) = 1 (again because f(a)) is slowly varying). Thus

since K(a)) is integrable, we can use the Lebesgue dominated convergence

theorem to jiistify passing to the limit under the integral in (12), with

the result
00

lim 7 (cu)/f(cD) =
I

K(s)ds = 1
o->ao J-^ -00

Consequently, the proof of Theorem 1 will be cooiplete when we show that

(15) lim 7J(M)/ti(a) = .

a>->oo

Now, in view of (6) we can write

K(a)) =£(cD)f(co) ,

where £(co) -> as co -> oo . This gives
00

72(<") =
J

£(s)f(s)f(ai-s)ds

R

for the second integral in (9)- Therefore, since f(a)) is non-increasing

(or satisfies (8))

r
"

rgM < £^(R)Cf(R) f(a>.s)ds = C d ^(R)f(R) ,

^-00

where C is a constant and

£ (oi) = sup £(c5-) .

° 0- >o

Note that <L (co) is non-increasing and -> as oi -> oo . Hence, to establish

(13) and thereby complete the proof, it suffices to construct a function

E(ai) -> 00 which satisfies (ll) and is such that

(Ik) lim e^(R)f(R)/f(co) = .

a>->oo

Since f(co) is slowly varying, there exists a number p, < p < 1, such that



(15) f(pcu) < 2f(a3) ,

provided that to is suitably large. Iteration of (I5) leads to the

relation

(16) fCp'^co) < 2''f(a))

which holds for all n, again provided 00 is in each case suitably

large. Now, since C (<^) -^ 0, we can construct a sequence ox. < o) < ca, <

of positive numbers with the properties

(17)

CO > np ,n

£jp\)<5-" ,

and also large enough to guarantee the validity of (16) for o) > cd .

We now define

R(u)) = p CD ,
"^n

< '^ < ^n+1

Since r(co) > p^co > n, for 05 < m < (a ^^, (lO) is satisfied. Moreover,'— n n— n+x

since R(cD)/cii = p^ for co < cu < cd ^^, (ll) holds. Finally, using (I6)

and (17) we have

£^(R)f(R)/f(a>) < 2^ C^{P\) < (2/5)'' ,

for CD < CD < CD ,, which establishes (ih) and conrpletes the proof
n — n+1

of Theorem 1.

k. Exaaiples sind extensions

We now give examples which illustrate the meaning of Theorem 1.

In some examples one or the other of the hypotheses of the theorem

is violated, with the result that lim 7(cD)/f(cD) f 1. In other

CD-^>00

examples the requirements od f(cD) are weakened but those on K(cd) are
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strengthened, vith the resijilt that lim 'y{(a)/f((a) = 1 remain valid.
a>->oo

1. An especially simple -weight function is

m(t) =^/7/T , hi < T

m(t) =0 • , |t| > T

i.e. a *Vide open" data window. The corresponding (Fejer) kernel is

K(a>) = M^(oo) = sinT?a3/rtGlD

If now f(a>) = 1/(1+ |oo| ), 1 < p < 2, then according to Theorem 1, no matter

how close p is to 2 and regardless of the size of T, the convolution (5)

approximates f(co) for STifficiently large co. (Hov;- large ca must be for

good approximation will depend, of course, on p and T. ) This result would

be difficult to verify by direct calculation.

2. Even when it can be done, it is losually very tedious to verify

Theorem 1 directly. For example, let K(a)) = /2/n{l-Ha ) , f(aj) = l/(l-Ku ) ,

which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. The convolirtion of these tvro

functions can be evaluated by residues and is found to be

7(m) = (cD^+6cD^+2a)^)/(ai^-fJko^+8cD^-8a)^-t4) + /2(Q^-6)/(cu^+lkJ0^4^^+l6) .

We see at once that lim 7(cD)/f(cn) = 1.

c>->oo

3. As an exanrple of a case where condition (6) is vi.olated, choose

K{ca) and f(a)) to be the same (slowly varying) function l/3t(l-KD ). Then

the convolution (5) is foimd to be y(oi) = 2A(<d -t4), so that

lim 7(cD)/f(a)) = 2 instead of 1.

h. Choose f{ca) = e'^'''^', a > 0, which is not slowly varying, and

let K(cd) be decreasing for large cd and such that
J

e lC(co)(iD = A < 00.
y -CD

The the convolution (5) is
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CU OD

-acD ( as,,/ % , atot \ -euju as,,/ % , acD -as / \
7(id) = e e K(s)ds + e e K(s)ds .

^ -CD ^03

Since for large enoT;igh cd the second integral does not exceed

r
"^

-a3
e^^(co) e"^as = K(cD)/a, and since lim K(£D)/f(a3) = 0, it follovs

J a>->oo

that lim 7(cD)/f(a)) = A, vhere in general A ;^ 1.
CD->00

5. Choose f(ai) = |oD|e"''"' and K(cd) =| e"''"'. Although f(cu)

is not slowly varying, (6) is satisfied. The convolution (5) is an

elementary integral and is found to be 7(03) = r e" (1+(jch<d ), cd > 0, so

that lim 7(01) /f(a)) = 00.

a>->oo
I

|p
6. As a more complicated example, choose K(cd) 5 ae"' '

, p > 0*,

and f(a)) = e"'"^' , where < q < p/(pfl). Again f(a>) is not slowly

varying, but (6) holds, and It Is in fact true that lim 7(a))/f(a3) = 1.

oo-^oo

To show this, we note first that in the proof of Theorem 1 we can

replace the hypothesis that f(cD) be slowly varying by the weaker

condition

(18) f((c)/f(<3') -> 1 uniformly as cUjC-^oo in such a way that |a3-<3"| < R(oo)

in showing that lim 7,(a))/f(a3) = 1, for the fvLLl force of the slowly
(0->00

varying condition is not needed in this part of the proof. If now

we strengthen the requirements on K(a3) to

K(od) Is non-increasing for large enough oj ,

(19) lim K(R)/f((D) = ,

a>^>oo

then, since t-Ccd) = [ ® K(s)f (a3-8)ds is bovinded above by K(R)| f(a)-s)d8,

lim 7 (a5)/f(aj) = by (19), so that 11m 7(flQ)/f(aj) = 1 is still valid.

C0->00 0)^00

Now let R(od) = ttP", < a < 1, where a will be chosen later. Then, if

(
°°

* The constant a is chosen to make K(a3)dcD = 1.

y-oo
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< CD < (T, we have

f(oo)/f(cr) = exp{o^-oi^) = exp[q(<T-a))p"^"n , (u < p < 6 ,

by the mean value theorem. If ff-<a < o) , the exponent on the right will

tend to zero, i.e. (l8) will hold if a + q < 1. Moreover,

lim K(a)°')/f(a)) = 0, provided that we have q < pa as well as o+q < 1.

a)->oo

These ineqiialitles are compatible if we can insert a n\imber between

q/p and 1-q, i.e. if q/p < 1-q or q < p/(pi-l), which completes the

demonstration of our example.

7. Ihe conclusion of Theorem 1 remains true if we replace the

hypothesis that f(a)) is integrable by the weaker hypothesis that f(a))

is bounded , provided that we also replace (6) by the stronger condition

oo

lim
I

K(s)ds/f((D) = 0.

(0

For, since integrability of f(cD) was used only in showing that y^(,(r>)

satisfies lim 7-(a))/f(ai) = 0, it suffices to show that the same

a)->oo ^ OD /

is true with the altered hypotheses. Let us define £(cd) = K(s)ds/f (co),

Joi I

which by hypothesis -» as o) -> oo . T3ien if f (cu) < M

72(a>)/f(cD) < M
j

K(6)ds/f (cd) < M£(R)f (R)/f (oj) ,

R

and as above we know that we can construct a function R = fi(a)) satisfying

(10) and (n) and such that lim £:(R)f (R)/f (a>) » 0. Hence the proof
a)->oo

is complete. Applying this result to the kernel of example 1, we have
00

K(s)ds « 0(i/od), so that the example is valid for < p < 1 as

well as for 1 < p < 2.

8. Continuing our discussion of exaotple 1, we note that the case

X
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p = 1 is not covered by the arguments given bo far. This case may "be

inferred frcm the following extension of Theorem 1: if f(flD) is

a

'

1
assvmied to be of class L^ ,

q' > 1, rather than of class L , and we define

1 = q.'/(<l'"l)> then the conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid if (6)

is replaced by the requirement

1/q
lim |[°°[k(8)]'^s1 '^/f(a))=0
n\-%>on 'en ItD-$>ooru>

For we have only to apply Holder's inequality, obtaining

CD

Tg^"^) f(cD-s)K(s)ds <

00

ff(a)-s|^'d8

R

< C

CD >1/<1

l/q- <B

l^R

[k(8)]

i/q

"h..

and then proceed as in the previous example. In particvilar, if K(a)) = 0(a) )

with m > 1, and f((u) = l/(l+|a)| ), < p < 1, choose q' = |i/p, where

g t

H > 1 is to be determined. Then f(oo) 6L^ and we have only to verify

that (o)"'^""""'")'^'V ^ as 0) -> 00, i.e. that the exponent -m + -+p«=p+l-j^-m

is negative, which is clearly true when \x. is close enough to 1. Hence,

combining results, we find that example 1 is valid for < p < 2.

5. Asymptotic behavior of P(o),a>')

o
So far we have been concerned with the power spectrum 7(01) = E|Y(a))| .

We now turn our attention to the covariance P(a),a)') = EY(cD)Y(a)*), given by

00

iS)
f

r(a>,a3') = M(oo-8)M(a)'-s)f(s)d8

-00

The asymptotic behavior of p((D,a)') is described by the following
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generalization of Theorem 1:

Theorem 2. Let M(a>) be square-integrable vith autoconvolution

772(a)) = M(a>f8)M(s)ds , ?rz (O) = 1 .

J
-00

Let f (co) be a non-negative integrable function vhich is slowly varying and

non-increasing for siifficiently large co. Suppose, as in Theorem 1, that

(6) llm K(a))/f(a>) = ,

a)->oo

where K(aj) = |M(a))
|

, and in addition suppose that iri (oi) has a positive

lover bound for < o) < A. Ihen , if cu < cd' ' < co' all ->• oo in such a

way that |co-oq'
|
< A, we have

(20) TKo)') / f(a)")">^(a)-<o') -> 1

uniformly, where P(co,cd') is the covariance (k)

.

Remark 1. When co = co'. Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 1.

Remark 2. Both of the remarks made after Theorem 1 apply to Theorem 2

as well.

Remark 5. Of course, Theorem 2 is s-usceptible to the same kind of

extensions as Theorem 1 (see Section k)

.

Remark k. If we choose co" «= p(a>Ko'), then (20) asserts that P(co,a)')

is asymptotically the locally stationary covariance f Mo^+^o') J7)7(co-co' ) -'.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since the proof is almost identical with that

of Theorem 1, we may be quite brief. We have

r « - r -
P(co,co') = M(s)M(s-Ko'-co)f(co-s)ds + M(s)M(s+co'-co)f (co-s)ds

^-00 E

f~'j^(co,CD') + P2(cD,co') ,
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where R = R(a)) is a function chosen as in Theorem 1. Applying the dominated

convergence theorem to the first integral we get

(
°°

lim P (a),a)')/f('w) = M(s)M(s-Ku'-<o)ds =^Z(aj-(D') ,

a'>-$>oo >
-oo

where in the left hand side f((JD) can be replaced by cd'' since

f((u)/f (o)' ') -5> 1. Then, applying the elementary inequality

1 2 i2
|ab| < p( 1^1 + |b| ) to the second integral, we have

oo

IfgCt"."^')! <|
J

[|M(s)|^ + |M(s-W3'-a))|^]f(<D-s)ds .

R

It follows that \~^(Si,(}:,')lt{(xi), and hence \~^{<Xi,(Xi')lf{(Xi' '), tends to zero

1 r 2 2"i

precisely as in Theorem 1, where now - |m(s)| + |m(s-hd'-u>)
| J

plays the

role of KCcjo).

6. Two weighted processes

There is another direction in which we can generalize Theorem 1,

namely, we can consider the case of two weighted random processes. Thus,

let m (t) and mp(t) be two square-integrable weight f\mctions and

consider the two processes y^(t) t= m^(t)x(t) and y2(t) = m2(t)x(t),

both derived from the same underlying stationary process x(t). Ihen

if Y^(a>) and Y^Ccd) are the Fourier transforms of y^(t) and y^t), which

by a previous argument exist with probability one, we have

(21) V-^2^(ii^ " Ey:^{(a)Y^(m) =
J

M^(cD-s)M2(cE-s)f(s)ds ,

-00

where M, (cd) and M (co) are the Fo\xrier transforms of m^(t) and ra2(t).

These considerations suggest the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Let f(a)) be a non-negative integrable function which is

slowly varying and non- increasing for sufficiaitly large o). Let M^(co)

and Mp((u) be square-integrable fimctions such that
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11m M^(a>)M2(cD)/f(oj) = 0.

Then
00 ,00

11m 7^2^(a)/t{ai) '
\

H((a)H^{<xi)dai = ^ I m^(t)m2(t)dt

-OO -00

where y^Atx^) Is the quantity (21),

Like Theorem 2, the proof of this theorem Is essentially the same as

that of Theorem 1, where this time we Identify K(a)) with KL (a))KU(oo)

.

Again the two remarks made after Theorem 1 apply to Theorem 5 as well:

moreover. Theorem 5 is susceptible to the seime extensions as Theorem 1

(see Section U). The meaning of Theorem 3 is illustrated by the case

where mp(t) is a translate of m^(jf), i.e. mp(t) = m^(t+T). We take

m. (t) to be a real-valued data window which peaks about some central

values Suppose that the two data windows overlap only slightly, i.e.

suppose X is such that

00
°°

1^ r m^(t)m^(t+r)dt «
1;^ f n^(t)dt = 1 .

-00 -00

Then Theorem 3 assets that 1^ 7^p(a>)/r(cD) « 1, where as usual x(<ij) is the

convolution (5). Qualitatively, this means that if we take two essentially

non-overlapping sections of a stationary process x(t), we shall find that

their high-frequency contents are only weakly correlated, even if the two

sections both lie well within the correlation distance or memory of

x(t), provided, of course, that appropriate conditions are met by x(t) and

the data windows involved.
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